With every passing year, they sure do seem to go quicker and quicker. Before heading into 2019, I would like to take just a moment and thank Chris Humbert for his leadership of NUCA of the Carolinas during 2018. Chris followed in the footsteps of the many respected past presidents and certainly lived up to the high bar that had been set before him. As your 2019 president, I will strive to do the same. As always, Linda did a fabulous job with our fall conference in Greenville, S.C. I am sure at times she feels like she is herding cattle with this group! We appreciate all those that were in attendance, as well as our many sponsors, vendors and speakers. It takes the dedication and resources of each member to have the truly great association that NUCA of the Carolinas has become.

So, the question: What’s Next? First of all, mark your calendars for our next S&RM meeting on November 15, 2018. Wes Sells does a FANTASTIC job with our various programs which provide a great value to our membership. Please plan to attend. Moving into 2019 we have tentatively rescheduled the clay-shoot for January (details coming out ASAP) and we have our spring conference April 11-14 at the Marriott Grande Dunes, Myrtle Beach and our fall conference at The Omni Homestead Resort, Hot Springs, VA in October. You will not want to miss these two great destinations and conferences.

In October of 2010 I had the opportunity to speak and attend my first NUCA conference. What I quickly observed was a very well-kept secret of a close, family oriented association, filled with like-minded utility contractors who continuously look to improve not only the overall utility industry, but also to improve safety on a daily basis. So, as your president for the coming year, I am challenging each of you to no longer keep NUCA of the Carolina’s a secret. In the coming months, please reach out to fellow utility contractors and explain the benefits of being a member of NUCA of the Carolina’s. With a booming economy, ever changing regulations, and the members we currently have, there is no reason we cannot recruit as many as 15 new contractor members that would truly benefit from the value of a NUCA of the Carolinas membership. If you are a member who is not participating in our S&RM meetings or our socials, I challenge you to do so. You will not be disappointed.

In the coming weeks, your executive board and board of directors will gather to plan the 2019 budget, conferences, meetings, socials and other NUCA events for 2019. We want and need your input to continue to increase the value of a NUCA membership. Please reach out to myself or Linda and let us know what you would like to see for “What’s Next” for NUCA of the Carolinas. A great foundation has been laid, I look forward to working with each of you to build upon it in 2019!

As Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year approach, I hope each of you have time to spend with family and friends, taking a moment to simply stop and be thankful for the many blessings we each have. I look forward to working with you in 2019!

Chris Sellman—Smith, Kesler & Company
NUCA of the Carolinas 2019 President
2019 Officers and Board of Directors

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Chris Sellman  Smith, Kesler & Company  PRESIDENT
John Barringer  B.R.S., Inc.  VICE PRESIDENT
Chris Humbert  Park Construction of NC  IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Kenneth Smith  KBS Construction  PAST PRESIDENT

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Justus Everett  ABE Utilities
Keith Burke  Garney Construction
Scott Thomas  Gregory Poole Equipment
Jarrod Williamson  Xylem/Godwin Pumps
Tim Haechten  Foremost Pipeline
Joe Williams  Concrete Pipe & Precast
Brian Wilkerson  JF Wilkerson Contracting
Brett Sondergard  United Rentals
Scott Little  State Utility Contractors
Paul Hunter  T.A. Loving Company
Mike Hewitt  Garney Construction
Tim Hogan  Pipeline Utility Contractors
Freddie Young  Sanders Utility Construction
Wes Sells  B.R.S., Inc.
Justin Cabe  Gen3 Energy Services

EX OFFICIO’S

Steve Brown—State Utility Contractors  (CGA)
Kevin Cripps—Gen3 Energy Solutions  (NUCA National)

2019
President—Chris Sellman
Immediate Past President—Chris Humbert
PROVIDING INFRASTRUCTURE PRODUCT SOLUTIONS TO CONTRACTOR, DEVELOPER AND MUNICIPAL CUSTOMERS
I know that all Contractor members and Associate members are extremely busy. This can also be a time that we may try to take a little shortcut. We as Contractors and NUCA members owe it to our employees to make sure that we keep our employees safe. The safety of our employees is more important than any job that you will do today.

With that being said, Trench fatalities are on the rise across the United States. These fatalities are preventable. Trenching has been a National Emphasis Program for many years, but the U.S. Department of Labor has issued an update to this Emphasis Program. On October 1st, 2018, the USDOL will run a three-month period of education and prevention training. Some Contractors may get education and prevention training through enforcement, so let's not receive these citations. We should be expecting an increase in inspections for the next few months. Dig Safe!!

Our committee has also been discussing Carbon Monoxide in trenches after the blaster has made a blast. As a Contractor, you need to find out the type of explosives the blaster is using or even have the blaster provide you with the Safety Data Sheet (SDS). There are some explosives that can produce higher concentrations of CO than others. The CO can remain in unexcavated soil/rock for weeks and once we start to excavate it shows up in our trench. You should test the atmosphere in these trenches with an air monitor. If a high concentration of CO is present, you will need to ventilate accordingly.

If you have any questions/concerns about any of the above mentioned, please feel free to contact a Safety and Risk Management Committee member or myself. We owe it to our employees to keep them safe at work.

Happy Digging,
Wes Sells
Chairman Safety and Risk Management Committee NUCA of the Carolinas
About Webinar Wednesdays
To provide NUCA members expanded educational opportunities, NUCA, under the direction of the Education Committee and Education Chairman Bill Bocchino (Vogel Bros. Building Company, Lakeland, Florida), has developed a series of industry-focused webinars.

Upcoming Webinars
November 14th—3:00 P.M. EST—An Overview of OSHA’S New Crane Standard

December 12th—3:00 P.M. EST—OSHA’s New Focus on Trench Collapses—A Case Study

To Register—www.nuca.com (Learn/Webinars)

SafetyFirst Vehicle Sticker Program
NUCA has partnered with SafetyFirst, a provider of fleet safety services and training, to offer its members an effective program for improving fleet safety and reducing insurance premiums and repair costs.

The program centers around stickers placed prominently on fleet vehicles. These stickers encourage motorists to call a toll-free number to report any driving behavior they might witness, either with complaints or commendations. NUCA members can subscribe to the service at a reduced rate of $13 per vehicle per year. Trailers can be added to the program for only $4 per year per trailer. This fee gets the subscriber a total fleet safety program, complete with monthly training materials.

How to Participate
Please call the Dan Lessnau, SafetyFirst at 201.267.8900

November 7-8, 2018
Las Vegas, Nevada
For details/registration—www.nuca.com (Safety)
FALL CONFERENCE 2018

WELCOME RECEPTION
SPONSORED BY:
XYLEM, INC.

New Members
Scott Laney—Public Works Equip. & Supply
Ashley McGroarty—Shamrock Environmental
THANKS TO OUR CONFERENCE SPONSORS
Without their generous support, this educational & networking event would not be possible

**PATRONS**
- BRS, Inc.
- Park Construction of N.C.
- T.A. Loving Company
- James River Equipment Company
- Sanders Utility Construction
- J.F. Wilkerson Contracting
- Gregory Poole Equipment

**SUPPORTERS**
- KBS Construction
- Garney Construction
- Ditch Witch of N.C.
- U.S. Pipe
- Fortiline
- Ascendum Machinery
- Vermeer Mid Atlantic
- Gen3 Energy Services
- Consolidated Pipe & Supply

**WELCOME RECEPTION**
- Xylem Dewatering Solutions

**BREAKFAST SPONSOR**
- United Rentals Trench Safety

**PRESIDENTS RECEPTION**
- Sanders Utility Construction
- National Trench Safety

**GOLF TOURNAMENT TROPHIES**
- NC811

**SPEAKER SPONSOR**
- Park Construction of N.C.

ASSOCIATE OF THE YEAR!

CONGRATULATIONS

NATIONAL TRENCH SAFETY
Conference Speakers

LOUIS PANZER—NC811

JEFF BUTLER—MILLENIAL EXPERT

TRAVIS VANCE—FISHER & PHILLIPS

MICHAEL COX & DAVID PITTMAN
TA LOVING COMPANY
“Top Jobs Presentation”

MATT MARION
Ascendum Machinery
AWARDS

Educational Committee—Angela Brown, Traci Sells, Paige Humbert and Gina Thomas

S&RM Chairman—Wes Sells—6 years of service!!

ASSOCIATE OF THE YEAR
NATIONAL TRENCH SAFETY
Tyler Wilson, (Chris Sellman/Presenter) William Mercer and Jason Hermida

Fall Golf Tournament—First Place Team
Tyler Wilson, Roger Richards, Scott Thomas
(Chris Humbert—Presenter)

Longest Drive and Closest to the Pin
Scott Thomas

YOUNGEST NUCA MEMBER—CALEB KEIFFER!
Parents—Jeremy and Amanda Keiffer
DITCH DIGGER OF THE YEAR
STEVE BROWN—STATE UTILITY CONTRACTORS

RUBY BARRINGER DRAWS THE WINNING TICKET FOR THE GUN RAFFLE!
AND THE WINNER IS......
KEVIN JOHNSON/BRS, INC.

CHRIS HUMBERT PASSES THE PRESIDENTS GAVEL TO THE INCOMING 2019 PRESIDENT—CHRIS SELLMAN WITH SMITH, KESLER AND COMPANY

CHRIS SELLMAN PRESENTS THE COMMEMORATIVE PRESIDENTS PLAQUE TO OUTGOING PRESIDENT CHRIS HUMBERT, PARK CONSTRUCTION OF NC
SAFETY IS IN YOUR HANDS

with the NTS Mobile App

- Complete, print, text, email and manage required OSHA daily excavation checklists
- Lookup, print, text and email manufacturer's tabulated data online
- Quick product reference tables with weights, depths and technical data
- OSHA sloping and benching charts
- Digital OSHA Excavation, Confined Space and Fall Protection Standards
- View Branch Locations, Installation Videos, Product Pictures, Open Training Classes and More

NATIONAL TRENCH SAFETY
"THE TRENCH & TRAFFIC SAFETY SPECIALISTS"

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (888) 234-9244
WWW.NTSAFETY.COM

WITH A NATIONWIDE BRANCH NETWORK, WE'RE WHERE YOU NEED US TO BE
Well the 2017 DIRT report is out and my opinion is in. DIRT is a blood brother to fake news. It appears to me that the report has lost sight of its original mission. I guess that actually started very early in the process when the report was named Damage Information Reporting Tool. The original reporting form was named Damage Prevention Reporting Information. The change from Damage Prevention to Damage Information was subtle but had a profound effect. The shift from reporting events that could have, or did, lead to a damaged underground facility to the indication that damages (as the name implies) were the thing to be reported. I think the name DIRT was a serious mistake and voiced that concern many times and to many people. Bob Kip understood the problem but to his credit he chose to manage the association rather than meddle in its work.

Certainly, I bare my share of the problem. I was almost overjoyed that the Roadbuilders and Excavators would finally have an place for telling the truth about damage prevention issues. I was disappointed that I could not convince the roadbuilders and excavators that their information was important and could influence change. They were quick to tell their horror stories but slow to follow up with documentation. I was never able get them fully involved but I haven’t given up completely.

One thing that causes me great concern is the fact that the yearly DIRT report is compiled with no confirmation of the accuracy of the information submitted. That fact appears to have had a snowball effect over the last few years. Specifically, the information reported by the locators has grown to have major influence in the published report. I have personal reasons for making that statement, Personal reasons that I can substantiate.

Consider that most events are “investigated” by the locators and they have a vested interest in the outcome of their investigation. Our company has compiled quiet a file of claims made on the report from the locator which was clearly false. Also, the reports from the contract locators shifted the result of the report that once indicated that in house locators provided more accurate locates than did contract locators. That indicated change in the report is not believed by almost all stakeholders I have talked to.

The really big problem I see is that the DIRT report is seem as the authority on underground damage prevention when, in fact, it is based on false reporting and that false reporting continues to snowball. In the beginning the work done by the CGA in helping OPS resolve outstanding issues was accurate and valuable. That feeling of accomplishment in resolving a problem has morphed into a desire to shift responsibility and avoid liability. I don’t think the regulators can have the respect for DIRT that they had in the beginning.

I was not party to the change to Green Analytical to produce the report and don’t know what charge they were given but it appears there was a shift in focus in this report. New eyes with a new perspective can be a good thing but not if they come to the table with a slanted perspective or a lack of background. The glaring omission in this report is the lack of near miss information or any call for more near miss information. The original Best Practice study realized the importance of identifying near misses in order to eliminate them. I don’t see that in this report.
NUCA NATIONAL AWARD APPLICATIONS

Applications for National Awards are now available and will be awarded at the Annual NUCA Convention in Naples, Florida March 14-17th

TOP JOBS

CHAPTER MERIT AWARDS

NATIONAL COMMUNITY SERVICE

SAFETY

AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE (Ditch Digger)

To Apply - Visit wwwnuca.com - (Resources/Awards)

NUCA BENEFITS

Utility Contractor Magazine Subscription
NUCA @ Work - Bi-Weekly emailed newsletter
Annual Convention
Washington Summit
NUCA Safety Consulting Service
NUCA Safety News - By-monthly Newsletter
Toolbox Talks
Competent Person & Confined Space Training
Safety Awards Program
Safety Service and Product Discounts
Safety Ambassadors Club
NUCA Career Center - (Post, Interview, Hire!)

Petrocard Fuel Services
GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE
Aramark Uniform Services
Lenovo
Office Depot - Flexplan
Shipping Discounts with UPS
Crosstar Network Solutions
National Equipment Register (NER) - Preferred Pricing
Safetyfirst Vehicle Sticker Program

Visit www.nuca.com for Full Details on each program!
LEADERS ARE BUILT BY DIGGING DEEP.

www.JAMESRIVEREQUIPMENT.com

Attention General Contractors
Go Online Now
The NC Licensing Board for GC’s announces NC Contractors Licensing Central (NCCLiC) for online license renewals.

It’s fast, easy and secure.
Visit NCCLiC.org to get started.

1. CLiC the orange button to begin
2. CLiC to register your existing license number
3. Enter the requested information:
   - your license number
   - password of your choosing
   - confirm your password
   - email address
   - confirm the email
   - tax ID for corporations, LLC’s or Social Security number for sole proprietors
4. CLiC “agree” to confirm the terms
5. CLiC “register”
6. Submit an email to confirm your account
7. CLiC the red button in the email

NUCA knows that getting GREAT health coverage at a competitive premium for your employees and their families is important to you.
That is why we have teamed up with Compass Risk Management.
They can help to take the guess work out and help get coverage for you and your team.

Give us a call or send us an email to get the best insurance coverage to fit your needs.

NUCA and its representatives are NOT LICENSED INSURANCE PROFESSIONALS AND ARE NOT ATTEMPTING TO SELL, DISCUSS OR PROVIDE INSURANCE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES. ANY QUESTIONS YOU HAVE RELATING TO COMPASS RISK MANAGEMENT’S SERVICES SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO COMPASS RISK MANAGEMENT. ALL INFORMATION HAS BEEN PREPARED AND IS PROVIDED AS A SERVICE TO CUSTOMERS. PERMITTED TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, COMPASS RISK MANAGEMENT AND ITS REPRESENTATIVES AND MEMBERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR RESULTING FROM THE USE OF, OR RELIANCE ON, THIS INFORMATION. THIS INFORMATION IS INTENDED TO BE ACCURATE AND COMPLETE, BUT THERE IS NO GUARANTEE OF ITS ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS. ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PROVIDER.
The NC Licensing Board for General Contractors is finally moving to an online license renewal system: It’s North Carolina Contractors Licensing Central or NCCLiC. Log on now and establish your profile — it only takes a minute: It’s fast, easy and secure.

Visit [https://ncclic.org/](https://ncclic.org/) to get started.

1. Click the orange button
2. Click to register your existing license number
3. Enter the requested information:
   a. your license number
   b. a password of your choosing
   c. confirm your password
   d. an email address
   e. confirm the email
   f. tax ID or Social Security number associated with the license
   g. Click “I agree” to confirm agreement with terms
   h. Click “register”

Look for an email to confirm your account. Simply click the red button.

For the 2019 renewals, you’ll be able to use NCCLiC. NO PAPER APPLICATIONS WILL BE MAILED.

Call us at 919-571-4183 if you have any questions or need assistance.
TTC/NUCA AUGER BORING SCHOOL
November 12–16, 2018
Trenchless Technology Center
Louisiana Tech University

OUR VERY OWN LEO BARBERA TO BE AWARDED THE
TTC LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD AT THE BANQUET!!

The Trenchless Technology Center and NUCA have teamed up to offer a 5-day intensive auger boring school to meet the high demand for engineers and contractors trained in auger boring design, application, and installation. The school includes both classroom lectures and field operations in TTC’s outdoor facility.

NUCA fully endorses TTC’s Auger Boring School. We have reviewed the curriculum, and are impressed with the program tailored specifically for contractors. This is the only school where contractors can fully train their foremen and operators in auger boring operations.

— Jeff Runer, Past NUCA Chairman of the Board and President of Underground Infrastructure Technologies, Denver, Colorado

5-Day Course Fee (contractors and engineers)
Registration by Oct. 22, 2018—$1,495
Registration after Oct. 22, 2018—$1,595

10% discount for NUCA contractor members. Please contact Kimberly Carter, kim@nuca.com or 703-890-7816, for the NUCA discount code.

10% discount for 3+ registrants from the same company. Early Bird by October 22: discount code ABSeb19
Registration after October 22: discount code ABSf19

TTC’s outdoor training facility features a 4-foot-deep shallow pit and a 7-foot-high soil box filled with varied soil types.

Students will earn up to 4 CEUs /40 PDHs and a TTC Auger Boring School Certificate of Completion.

Visit www.ttcaugerboringschool.com for details and to register.

For additional questions, contact the Trenchless Technology Center
Tom Iseley | dtiseley@latech.edu
Cell: 404-386-5667

Awards Banquet
TTC and the trenchless community will honor Jim and Leo Barbera, true TT pioneers, with Lifetime Achievement Awards at a banquet Tuesday, November 13, 6pm–8pm. The banquet is included in the AB school registration fee.

Individuals who would like to attend the banquet to honor Jim and Leo may reserve individual tickets for $100. Purchase tickets at www.ttcaugerboringschool.com, click the registration tab, click tickets, then ABS 2018 Banquet. Please reserve tickets by Nov. 8.
Save The Date!

NUCA NATIONALS
ANNUAL CONVENTION

NAPLES, FLORIDA
MARCH 14-16, 2019

REGISTRATION OPEN
TO VIEW THE PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE And Register
Visit—www.nuca.com/convention